Browse Topics: Find And Search By Legal Topic

If you prefer to begin your research with a legal topic, start in Browse Topics.

A. Search for specific topics or browse through the Lexis Advance Quicklaw legal topic hierarchy. Click Browse, then select Topics.

B. To search for specific topics, enter your search terms, then click Search.

C. To browse levels of the legal topic hierarchy, click a Practice Area link, then select a topic or use the arrows to open or close additional levels.

D. Use your topic in your research. Once you choose a topic, you can:
   - View Lexis Advance Quicklaw search results on this topic, (i.e., relevant cases or legislation)
   - Add it to a search (and add your own search words)
   - Create an Alert. Your topic Alert will be added to your landing page Alerts pod

Legal topics added to your search will be saved in your Recent & Favourites list. To make it a Favourite — and add it to your Favourites pod — click the star next to the topic in the Recent & Favourites list.